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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently E. B. Davies and coworkers have obtained pointwise gaussian 
upper bounds for second order elliptic operators [l&4]. Their techniques 
rely on the use of logarithmic Sobolev inequalities as pioneered by 
L. Gross [S]. 
In this paper we prove a pointwise gaussian lower bound for the 
Dirichlet heat kernel. Our proof relies on the semigroup property of 
the heat kernel and generalizes ideas of E. H. Lieb [6] and S. A. 
Molchanov [7]. 
Let D be an open set in IF, m = 2, 3, . . . . with boundary 8D and let 
po(x, y; t) be the heat kernel associated to the parabolic operator 
--d, + a/&, where -d, is the Dirichlet laplacian for D. 
It is well known [S-IO] that if the closed straight segment 
z(x,y)={17EW:Z=(1-c)X+C”v,O~C~l} (1) 
is contained in 13 then the heat kernel satisfies “the principle of not feeling 
the boundary” : 
Iirn PAX, Yi t) = f 
1-o Pm(X, y; t) ’ 
where p,(x, y; t) is the free heat kernel for W: 
pmr(x, .y; t) = (4nt)-“2 e--l’ ’^ lPii41). (3) 
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In general it has been shown that (Section 4 in [lo]) 
lim t log p&, y; t) = -di(x, y)/4, (4) 
t-0 
where d,(x, y) is the intimum of lengths of arcs in D with endpoints x 
and y. 
The problem of determining the asymptotic expansion for log pD(x, y; t) 
as t -+ 0 occurs in the theory of diffraction. In fact it has been conjectured 
in [ll]] that if D is the complement of a smooth closed convex set and 
d,b, Y) > lx - YI then 
lim t’/3{di(x, y)/(4t) + log pD(x, y; t)} = -C (5) 
r-0 
for some positive constant C depending on D, x and y. 
While a similar conjecture has been proved for Neumann heat kernels 
[12-141 no proof of (5) or counter example to (5) is known. 
Before we state the main result of this paper (Theorem 2) we make the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. For non-empty sets A, B in R”, an open set D in R” 
with boundary CZYD and E > 0 we define 
d(A, B)= inf la-61, (6) 
ucA,bsB 
d(z) = d(z, do), 
D,= (z~D:d(z)&~}. 
(7) 
(8) 
Furthermore let L&(X, y) be the intimum of lengths of arcs in D, with 
endpoints x and y. If there is no arc in D, with endpoints x and y we define 
d&x, y)= +co. For L&(X, y) < co we denote by yE: [0, d,(x, y)] + D, a 
curve parametrized by arc length with y,(O) =x, yE(d8(x, y)) = y (a minimal 
geodesic from x to y) and 
(9) 
THEOREM 2. Let D be an open set in lW”(m =2,3, . ..). Suppose E >O, 
O-CC?<&, XED, yeD andd,(x, y)<m. Thenfor all t>O 
PAX, y; t)>e- 6 d%, YNl + 2mYdl~e(~% Y)M4r) P&(0,0; t), 
where Bs is the open ball in R” with radius 6 and centre 0. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove some 
corollaries to Theorem 2. We defer the proof of Theorem 2 to Section 3. 
2. COROLLARIES 
Corollary 3 shows that Theorem 2 is sharp in a variety of situations. 
COROLLARY 3. (i) ~~~~0s~ Z(.x, v) c D. Then (10) j~~lje.~ 
(ii) For all x E D, y E D (10) implies 
lim inf t log p,(x, y; t) > -d;f(x, y)/4. (121 r-o 
(iii) Suppose D is a ball with radius c and centre q. Then we have 
equalif~~ in (10ffor x=y==q and6=E==c. 
Prmf!f: (i) For all E sufficiently small d,(x, yj= lx-- ~31, a(y,)=O. 
Furthermore p,(O, 0; t) 1~ (4~ct)-‘“‘~ as t -+ 0. 
(ii) For all s E D, J? E D, E > 0, 0 < 6 6 E we have by Theorem 2 
lim inf 2 log po(x, y; t) >, -dz(x, y)( 1 i- ZSor(p,)/d,(x, y))/4, (13) f -+ 0 
and (12) follows if we take first the limit 6 -+ 0 and then the limit F -+ 0. 
The following supports Buslaev’s conjecture. 
COROLLARY 4. Let D be an open set in KY” with a C2 boundary (30. Sup- 
pose d,(x, y) > Ix- y/ and suppose that there exists a unique ~~ni~~i 
geodesic yO: [O, d,(x, y)] -+ B from x to y. Then 
(15) 
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Proof Let bB, be the normalized eigenfunction in L2(B,) corresponding 
to the first eigenvalue 1, of -As,. Then by the eigenfunction expansion of 
Choose 
Since aD is C2 
P&(0, 0; t) B6-“(~,,(0))2e-‘~1’~2. 
& = 6 = {2tZI,/(d,(x, y) a(y0)))““. 
4~~) = ??a ~YJ, 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
and 
4x2 Y) = dO(X? Y) + MYO) + O(E), E -+ 0. (19) 
Hence (14) follows from (10) and (15)-(19). 
In the remainder of this section we obtain some bounds for the Green 
function G,(x, y) associated to (-A,) ~ i, The equivalence of bounds on 
heat kernels and Green functions has been studied in [15]. Here we note 
that for x # y 
G,(x, Y) =fm dtp,(x, Y; t), 
0 
whenever the integral is finite. This is always the case for m = 3,4, 
Define for m = 2, 3, . . . 
A, = inf spec( -A,). 
Then the integral in (20) is finite for m = 2 if A, > 0. 
. . . . 
(20) 
(21) 
COROLLARY 5. Let D be an open set in KY” (m = 3,4, . ..). Let I, be as 
in(21).SupposexED,yED,&>O,andd,(x,y)<co.Then 
4~‘7~-“‘~r(m/2 - l){d,2(x, y) + 2.sc((y,) d&x, y)}LPm/2 
. e - nm3’k&(x, Y)/(2E) 
< G,(x, y) < G,(x, y) min (1 - a)' --m ep Ix--YIi.bi2a"2/2, (22) 
aECo.11 
where the Green function for R” is given by 
G,(x, y)=4-‘~-~/~r(rn/2- 1)1x- y12-“‘, m = 3,4, . . . . (23) 
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Let D he an opera set in R”. Suppose A, > 0, .YE D, y E D, E > 0, and 
d,( x, y ) -=z xj. Then 
(2~) ‘&(713%(x, Y)/E)) < G,tx, P) 
~(2~)~ ~log(2+4~x~y~~ lj,,l;*)e- ly -i~l’j-fUi4+*l~ ~dj.:,‘)~ (24) 
Proof: Define 
C’ = (dZ(x, y) + 2&ff(,jj,) d,(x, y))/4, (25) 
c* = 7c’m*/(4CZ). t26) 
Since a(?,)< d&.x, y)/s we have (c,c2)‘12 <7~23”~d,:(x, y)/(4e). By 
Theorem 2, (20) (25), (26) and Lemma 9 in Section 3 we obtain 
(27) 
For m=4, 5, .., (1 +q)+4)/*> (m-4)12 which proves the lower bound in 
(22). For m = 3 we have by Gzorem 2, (20), (25), (26) and Lemma 9 in 
Section 3 
which completes the proof of the lower bound in (22) (using for- 
mula 3.472.3 from [ 161). The lower bound in (24) follows from Theorem 2, 
(20) Lemma 9 and 3.471.9 from [ 161. 
To prove the upper bounds in (22) and (24) we use the fact that 
pn(x, y; t) is a kernel of positive type. Hence for each a E [0, 11 
Pn(& y; f) 6 t P& x; t) Pn(.Y, Y; t))“’ 
<e -z’iD(p&)x;(i -a)t)pn(y, y;(l-cx)t))“2 
<e -+q p&q x; (1 - aft) p,,( “V, y; (1 - U)t))‘:I 
=e -Ifin(4n( 1 _ a) t) ml*. (29) 
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Define 
T(cx) = Ix- yI (4aA&“? (30) 
+g G,(& p)( f - cI) 1 - m p - fr - 4‘[#&2/2, 
w 
which implies the upper baund in (22) since do E CO, 11 was arbitrary. 
Consider m = 2. Then from (29) 
p&, y; t) d e’ - rin &/(4n), t2s/;,‘, (32) 
Hence for any Tk 2; ’ 
(y&, +g jT@ff(4nr)-’ ,--‘i-~-~.~~l*~~4~~+~~ df(4@- qi-&qD 
0 r 
d (4$-’ e- .I”-- ’ “2~(4r’Iog(l+4T~x-y~-~2)+(4x)-‘c1-T~4 (33) 
The upper bound in (24) follows from (33) and (34). 
Corollary 5 implies the following. 
. G.k Y) jc G&c, y) =l* Wf 
(36) 
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The proof of Theorem 2 is organized as follows. In Lemma 7 we recall a 
monotonicity property of the Dirichlet heat kernel. Subsequently we obtain 
lower bounds for pD(x, y; tf for (i) D is an open interval in R’ (Lemma 8), 
(ii) D is an open ball in R” (Lemma 9), (iii) I) is an arbitrary open set and 
x, y are nearby points in D (Lemma 10). Finally we use the semigroup 
property of pD(x, jx; t) to prove Theorem 2. 
Proc$ By Theorem 3 in [I’?] 
where w( 1 ) is a brownian bridge, x is the characteristic function and p,,,.:, 
is the conditional Wiener measure. Lemma 7 follows since 0 < xroi, )E If d 
Xw(.teEG 1. 
F=min(x,r,a-x,a--yj. (40) 
Pro@‘1 p&, J’; t) is symmetric in x and .I’. Suppose XG Y, then 
c= min{x, a- yj. By Lemma 7 and the eigenfunction expansion for the 
heat kernel 
. sin ( 
nkc: 2 
y - .I? + 2E J 
.(-lfk 1. f4f f 
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For a>0 and ZE R (p. 476 of [18]) we have the identity 
k= --co 
+03 
c Pk2 cos 2kz = 24 0 
l/2 +* 
- (I - kn)+ 
a ce . (42) k= -cc 
Hence from (41) and (42) we obtain 
P(.x-E,v+&? Yi t) 
=p,(x, y; t)-@,(x-&, y+E; t) 
+ f {e - (2k.v --” - 2k.x + x + 4k&(4r) +e-(2k.v+.v-2ks--r+4k&)2/(4r) 
k=l 
_ ze -(k + l/2)*( y - x + ~E)>/I 
1. (43) 
Since the summand is non-negative for k = 1,2, . . . and 2p,(x - E, y + E; t) < 
2p,(x, y; f) e-+ we arrive at (39). 
LEMMA 9. Let B, be an open ball in KY’ with centre 0 and radius E. Then 
for all t > 0 
pe,(O, 0; t) 3 (4~l)~“‘~ e-a2m2f’(4E2). (44) 
Prooj B, contains a hypercube C, with edge-lengths 28/m”’ and centre 0. 
Hence by Lemma 7 
P&(0, 0; f) 2 P&k 0; t) = (Pc-E,ml;*,E/mllt)(0) 0; t)jrn. 
By Lemma 8 we have for c2/(mt) k 4~ 
pc-,,,*r,z,,~,r,z,(O, 0; t) 2 (4nt) - l”( 1 - 2e-““(““) 
> (47tf) ~ l/2 e ~ rr%w(4&*). 
For &‘/(mt) < 47~ we use the eigenfunction expansion to obtain 
mll2 00 
&&#,e,*‘44 0; f) = -y 
k:,, e- 
d(2k + I )&z/(4&) 
> m’/2 e rn*m/(49) 2 (47Ct) ~ l/2 e ~ rn%n/(4&~ 
& 
LEMMA 10. Let M be an arbitrary positive integer and 
n=MCl +4(x, y)l~l, 
E(M) = E - E/(ZM) - E/M”~, 
xi = y,(id,(x, v)ln), i = 0, . . . . n. 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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Then .for any vectors 6, E BZ,MI, i = 1, . . . . n - 1 and 6,, = 6,, = 0 
PLAX, 1 +si I, x,+6,; t) 
3 P,,,(-YL 1 + 6,- I, xi+6,; t)(max{O, 1 -2e~“2’0nM’2f1}in1, 
i= 1, . . . . II. (51 ) 
Proof For i= 1, . . . . n we have by (48) 
lx;-x- 11 dd,(x, y)/nd~/M. (52) 
By the triangle inequality 
(53) 
For i = 1, . . . . n 
{z: d(z, Z(x,m , , x;)) < (2~6 1 )c,‘(~M)} c D, (54) 
and for b , , . . . . 6,, , in BLcM, 
{z: d(z, 1(x; 1 + 6 ,-,,. u,+6,))<JM”“}cD. (55) 
The left hand side of (55) contains a rectangular parallelepiped 
P= P(x+, + 6,- ,, Xi+ 6,; a) such that the lengths of its edges are 2a 
(m-1 times)and Ix,+~,-x~~,-~~ l)$2a, where 
and X, + hi, .Y,+ , + hi_, are the points in P which have distance a to the 
boundary of P. Since the heat kernel for P is the product of m l-dimen- 
sional heat kernels we find by Lemma 8 (applied m-times) 
Lemma 10 follows from (56), (57) and Lemma 6 (P c D). 
Proqf of Theorem 2. Consider the case E > 0, 0 < 6 < E. Then 6 d E(M) 
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for M sufficiently large. By the semigroup property of pD(x, y; t) and 
Lemma 10 
&JB,d6, ...jBAdfi,P,{max{O, 1 -2e-“2”““M’i2y)}}mn 
Furthermore hi E B,, i = 1, . . . . n - 1, so that 
~d:(x,y)+n i lrj;-6;_,,‘+26n5’ j2xi-xi_,-xi+]/. 
i= 1 i= 1 
(58) 
Hence from (58), (59), (3), Lemma 7 and the semigroup property 
po(x, y; t)3e-dj’w(4r)~ {max{o, 1 -2p2”l’“M’2f)}}mn 
L, d6] -.s,, dd,-, fi P,(J;- 1,d;; f/n) i=] 
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Since M was an arbitrary positive integer we take the limit M -+ +zc. 
BY (48) 
Furthermore yr is piecewise C2 so that 
,!i+y- 6n ‘i’ (2x,-x, , -x. ,+ ,1/W) = WY,.) 4(-T YMW. 
,=I 
(62) 
This proves (10) for all e>O, 0<6<e. The case E>O, 6 =E follows by 
continuity. 
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